
PMF locations 

1. Where are the classrooms? 

Our Faculty (PMF), and especially the Biology department, is spread across Zagreb. Probably the biggest 

issue for Erasmus and young students is finding and locating all of the classrooms. Because it can be 

overwhelming for new students, student representatives decided to make this little system to help you 

find the lectures and practical courses.  

The main locations of the Biological department are:  

a) Horvatovac 

b) Roosevelt square 

c) Square of Marko Marulić  

d)  Botanical garden of Zagreb  

Below we describe every location, how to get to it and how to find the classrooms. 

This table lists all classrooms of the Biology department that you may require to find, according to their 

location. Keep in mind that classroom BO6 is at Marko Marulić square, while other classrooms with 

the prefix B are at Roosevelt square! 

Address Classroom Floor 

Horvatovac 102a 

A1 
High ground floor 

A2 

ZMB1 

Left building, floor 1  
ZMB2 

ZMB3 

ZMB seminar 

Roosevelt square 6 

VIJ (vijećnica) Ground floor, left 

BO1 Ground floor, right 

BO2 

Courtyard building, high ground floor 
BO3 

BO4 

D1 

ZAF-LAB Courtyard building, ground floor 

BO5 Floor 1, left 

9P 
Floor 1, right 

Library 

ZOO2 Floor 2, right 

ZAF Floor -1, left 

EP Floor -1, right 

FIZ 
Floor 3 

PAG 

Marko Marulić square 20 
(eastern building) 

8P1 
Floor 1, left 

BIUS association 

8P2 Floor 2, straight 

BO6 Floor 2, left 



Botanical garden 
(from Runjaninova street) 

8P3 Green roof building 

8P4 Green roof building 

VIR Red roof building 

 

a. Horvatovac 

At Horvatovac you will find buildings of the majority of our Departments, including Mathematics, 

Physics, Geology, Geophysics and Chemistry departments and Division of Molecular Biology. Most of 

the classrooms and laboratories Erasmus students will use at Horvatovac are located at Horvatovac 

102a. Here, the Chemistry and Geology departments and the Division of Molecular Biology are located.  

To get to Horvatovac from Ban Josip Jelačić square you will need to: 

 Walk to Kaptol (towards the cathedral on the hill), and next to it you will find the bus station 

 Take any bus (106, 201, 203, 226 or 238), except 105, because it has a different route 

 Get off on the station called „Bijenička“ (3rd station after Kaptol) 

 Go into the small street “Ružičnjak” to the right of the bus station, which will lead you up a 

small hill (and beside a small recycling yard) 

 Turn right and you will see the Chemistry building 

This is a strange but faster path to the building. 

 
Fig. 1. Route to Horvatovac from Ban Josip Jelačić square shown on google maps.  

Link: 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Ban+Josip+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87+Square,+10000,+Zagreb/Horvatovac+ul.

+102a,+10000,+Zagreb/ 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Ban+Josip+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87+Square,+10000,+Zagreb/Horvatovac+ul.+102a,+10000,+Zagreb/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Ban+Josip+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87+Square,+10000,+Zagreb/Horvatovac+ul.+102a,+10000,+Zagreb/


   
Fig. 2. Pictures of the small street “Ružičnjak” you will walk through after getting off the bus 

 

 
Fig. 3. Small hill before Chemistry building 

 



 
Fig. 4. Front of the Chemistry building you will see after climbing the small hill. Have in mind you can only 

enter the building through the main entrance, seen on the right of the building in the circle. 

 

After entering the Chemistry building, you will need to find your classrooms. To help you with that we 

made this table with directions through the building. 

Classroom Directions 

A1  Enter the Chemistry building through the main entrance (high ground floor) 

 In front of you, you will see a doorway and stairs that lead down to the lower floor, 
and to the right and left of the stairs are the classrooms 

A2 

ZMB1  Enter the Chemistry building through the main entrance 

 Go left and walk to the end of the hallway, through the balcony, and to the other 
building 

 Walk further straight and climb the stairs up to the floor 1 

 On this floor you will find most of your laboratories for molecular biology 

ZMB2 

ZMB3 

ZMB 
seminar 

 

  



b. Roosevelt square 

To get to Roosevelt square from Ban Josip Jelačić square: 

 You can take trams number 12, 13, 14 or 17 

 Get off on the station called „Trg Republike Hrvatske“ 

 Walk into the Vjekoslav Klaić street left of the station (to the west) 

 You will reach a big wooden door on your right 

 
Fig. 5. Directions to Roosevelt square from Ban Josip Jelačić square with google maps. 

Link: 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/PMF+-

+Biolo%C5%A1ki+odsjek,+Rooseveltov+trg+6,+10000,+Zagreb/ 

 

 
Fig. 6. Front of the Roosevelt building seen from google maps street view 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/PMF+-+Biolo%C5%A1ki+odsjek,+Rooseveltov+trg+6,+10000,+Zagreb/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/PMF+-+Biolo%C5%A1ki+odsjek,+Rooseveltov+trg+6,+10000,+Zagreb/


This is the main building of the Biology Department. Here you will find: 

 Reception and info – to ask any kind of questions you might have, like classroom location, how 

to find professors, whom to contact, etc. 

 Student’s office – to get your faculty matters done, like signing and submitting papers, choosing 

certain classes, etc. 

After entering the building, you will need to find your classrooms. To help you with that we made this 

table with directions inside the building. 

Classroom  Directions 

Reception  From the entrance, door immediately to the right is the reception 

Student’s office  From the entrance, door immediately to the left is the student’s office 

VIJ (vijećnica) 
 From the entrance, to the left wall, the door diagonal to the entrance is 

“vijećnica” 

BO1 
 From the entrance, turn right through a small corridor to an open area 

 Classroom BO1 will be on your right 

BO2  From the entrance, climb straight up the main stairs to the intermediate 
floor and continue straight, further ahead, down the stairs in the middle 

 Follow the hallway all the way to the end and you will find laboratory D1, 
and classrooms BO2 and BO3 

BO3 

D1 

ZAF-LAB 

 To the right of the main stairs, enter the hallway 

 Walk down one set of stairs, exit right through the door, across to the 
courtyard building 

 Walk straight ahead through the hallway and on the left you will find the 
laboratory ZAF-LAB 

BO5 
 Climb up the main stairs to the floor 2 

 To your left the door further diagonal to the stairs is the classroom BO5 

9P  Climb up the main stairs to the floor 2 

 To your right, the door diagonal to the stairs is the laboratory 9P 

 On the right wall, the door closer to the stairs is the way to library 

 You need to ring a bell for the librarian to open the door for you 

 Straight ahead through the hallway is the library 

Library 

ZOO2 
 Climb up the main stairs to the floor 3 

 To your right, the door diagonal to the stairs is the classroom ZOO2 

ZAF  To the right of the main stairs, enter the hallway 

 Walk all the way down the stairs to the floor -1 

 On the right wall, further from the stairs is the laboratory ZAF 

 On the left wall, further from the stairs is the laboratory EP 

EP 

FIZ  Walk all the way up the main stairs 

 On your right, you will see a small door leading to the top most floor 

 Climb the stairs up and you will find the laboratories FIZ and PAG 
PAG 

 



 
Fig. 7. Floorplan of the Biology department in Roosevelt square 6, ground floor of the main building and high 

ground floor of the courtyard building, with marked accessible hallways (light gray), classrooms and 

laboratories (green), and other rooms of interest for students (light yellow)  



    

Fig. 8. Floorplan of the Biology department in Roosevelt square 6, floor -1 of the main building and ground 

floor of the courtyard building, with marked accessible hallways (light gray), classrooms and laboratories 

(green), and other rooms of interest for students (light yellow) 



 

  

Fig. 9. Floorplans of the Biology department in Roosevelt square 6, floors 2 and 3 of the main building, with 

marked accessible hallways (light gray) classrooms and laboratories (green), and other rooms of interest for 

students (light yellow) 



Fig. 10. Floorplan of the Biology department in Roosevelt square 6, floor 3 of the main building, with marked 

accessible hallways (light gray), classrooms and laboratories (green), and other rooms of interest for students 

(light yellow) 

 

  



c. Square of Marko Marulić 

To get to Marko Marulić square from Ban Josip Jelačić square 

 You can take trams number 12, 13, 14 and 17 

 Get off on the „Vodnikova“ station 

 Take a short walk to the eastern building on the square 

 
Fig. 11. Route to Marko Marulić square seen though google maps. 

Link: 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/Trg+Marka+Maruli%C4%87a

,+10000,+Zagreb/ 

After entering the building, you will need to find your classrooms. To help you with that we made this 

table with directions inside the building. 

Classroom Directions 

8P1  Climb up the main staircase to the floor 1 

 Turn left and enter the hallway 

 On your right you will find the classroom 8P1 and BIUS association room 

BIUS -
student 
association 

8P2  Climb up the main staircase to the floor 2 

 In front of you, you will see a door and if it isn’t open, you need to ring a bell for 
someone to open it for you 

 Go left, follow the hallway to the end, then turn left again into the small alcove 

 The door to your right is the laboratory 8P2 

BO6  Climb up the main staircase to the floor 2 

 On your left, you will see the classroom BO6 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/Trg+Marka+Maruli%C4%87a,+10000,+Zagreb/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/Trg+Marka+Maruli%C4%87a,+10000,+Zagreb/


 

 

 

Fig. 12. Floorplan of the Biology department in Marko Marulić square 20, floor 1 and 2, with marked accessible 

hallways (light gray), classrooms and laboratories (darker yellow), and other rooms of interest for students 

(light yellow) 

  



d. Botanical garden of Zagreb 

To get to the Botanical garden from Ban Josip Jelačić square, there is no direct route by the trams, but 

you can either  

To get to the Botanical garden laboratories, you will need to use the side entrance. It is located on the 

west side of the garden (right from the main entrance), in the „Runjaninova“ street. Usually, you need 

to wait outside the buildings for someone to lead you to the laboratory. 

 
Fig. 13. Directions to Botanical garden of PMF seen on google maps 

Link: 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/Botani%C4%8Dki+Vrt+PMF-

a,+Botani%C4%8Dki+Vrt,+Trg+Marka+Maruli%C4%87a,+Zagreb/ 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/Botani%C4%8Dki+Vrt+PMF-a,+Botani%C4%8Dki+Vrt,+Trg+Marka+Maruli%C4%87a,+Zagreb/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Trg+bana+J.+Jela%C4%8Di%C4%87a,+Zagreb/Botani%C4%8Dki+Vrt+PMF-a,+Botani%C4%8Dki+Vrt,+Trg+Marka+Maruli%C4%87a,+Zagreb/


 
Fig. 14. Aerial view of the side entrance from “Runjaninova” street to the Biology Department buildings in the 

Botanical garden, seen on google maps. Circled is the location where students usually wait for someone to 

lead them to the laboratories. In the building with red roof is the VIR laboratory, and in the building with green 

roof are the laboratories 8P3 and 8P4. 

 

 
Fig. 15. Floorplan of the Biology Department building in the Botanical garden (red roof building), with marked 

hallway (light gray), classroom and laboratory (blue), and other room of interest for students (light yellow)  



2. Extra: Where to eat? 

As a student you will receive a student card also called „ixica“. With that card you will be able to eat at 

all student cantinas (“menza”) in Zagreb. You can find them all over the city, and they are listed on this 

link on google maps: 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1FGUR_hrHR757HR757&tbs=lf:1,lf_ui:9&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=APq-

WBsiBLsk5bNh-5hHz4OYPfRd4HpuQQ:1648497746060&q=menze+zagreb&rflfq 

But, there are three closest ones to the Biology department buildings. 

Address Cantina Time needed walking 

Horvatovac 102a ZVO - MAT Horvatovac 0 min 

Vjekoslava Klaića 7 Odeon 

Roosevelt 4 min 

Marulić 10 min 

Botanical garden 12 min 

Savska cesta 25 Restoran Savska 

Botanical garden 6 min 

Marulić 9 min 

Roosevelt 9 min 

 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1FGUR_hrHR757HR757&tbs=lf:1,lf_ui:9&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=APq-WBsiBLsk5bNh-5hHz4OYPfRd4HpuQQ:1648497746060&q=menze+zagreb&rflfq
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1FGUR_hrHR757HR757&tbs=lf:1,lf_ui:9&tbm=lcl&sxsrf=APq-WBsiBLsk5bNh-5hHz4OYPfRd4HpuQQ:1648497746060&q=menze+zagreb&rflfq



